Leaves of Gold
In Greek mythology, Apollo is always depicted wearing a crown of laurel leaves. The story
goes that Apollo was lusting after Daphne and her father did not like that one bit. In order
to protect his daughter from this mighty god, he turned her into a laurel tree—thus Apollo’s
crown of laurel leaves to symbolize his forever devotion and love for Daphne. This April,
the Currey Design Team has embraced leaves in a big way. Our Apollo Chandelier evokes
the crown with which the god was often adorned. Just as Apollo made the laurel leaves
sprouting from her trunk evergreen, we’ve made our tribute in wrought iron immortalized by
treating it to contemporary gold and painted finishes. Designed by Iian Thornton, a
member of the Currey Design Team, the chandelier is certified for damp locations. It will
brightly illuminate a room with 28 halogen lights. Apollo demands space at 4.5 feet in
diameter and more than 100 hand cut & formed laurel leaves embellish the wrought iron
frame. We also offer the Apollo in a wall sconce.
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The jungles are awash in leafy profiles from which we took the inspiration for our Tropical
Floor Lamp. The unruly forests sprouting these veined green wonders gave rise to ours
made of brass and iron in a vintage brass finish. We balanced the oversized leaves on a
black granite base, and one design note that brings this floor lamp great finesse is how the

base is balanced on an inset plinth that matches the bright surface of the stems and
leaves. Tropical designs offer us the promise of a sun-drenched, happier life. The Tropical
Wall Sconce is the perfect way to evoke balmy breezes. This leafy design infused with
warmth and exoticism would work well in contemporary, transitional or traditional spaces.
The sconce is certified for damp locations.
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